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Abstract: We are at a pivotal time in human history, as the agricultural sector undergoes consolidation
coupled with increasing energy costs in the context of declining resource availability. Although organic
systems are often thought of as more sustainable than conventional operations, the lack of concise
and widely accepted means to measure sustainability makes coming to an agreement on this issue
quite challenging. However, an accurate assessment of sustainability can be reached by dissecting the
scientific underpinnings of opposing production practices and crop output between cropping systems.
The purpose of this review is to provide an in-depth and comprehensive evaluation of modern global
production practices and economics of organic cropping systems, as well as assess the sustainability
of organic production practices through the clarification of information and analysis of recent research.
Additionally, this review addresses areas where improvements can be made to help meet the needs
of future organic producers, including organic-focused breeding programs and necessity of coming
to a unified global stance on plant breeding technologies. By identifying management strategies that
utilize practices with long-term environmental and resource efficiencies, a concerted global effort
could guide the adoption of organic agriculture as a sustainable food production system.
Keywords: agricultural ecology; energy use efficiency; natural resources; organic breeding; pesticides;
soil conservation; sustainable development
1. Introduction
1.1. The Definition and State of Global Organic Production
Organic crop production is practiced throughout the world, but the official definition and
requirements vary country to country (Figure 1). In the United States, the definition of “organic”
provided through the government regulated U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) National Organic
Program (NOP) is not simple, but a rather lengthy and detailed description of all aspects associated
with the production, handling, processing, and labeling of organic products, which are strictly enforced.
In short, the NOP defines organic agriculture as “an ecological production management system that
promotes and enhances biodiversity, biological cycles and soil biological activity. It is based on minimal
use of off-farm inputs and on management practices that restore, maintain and enhance ecological
harmony”. It should be noted that the standards set by each individual country reflect the needs and
resources of the local agricultural environment and consumer. Therefore, some variation does exist.
Internationally, organic agriculture is regulated and enforced by numerous certifying agencies based,
in large part, on standards set by the International Foundation for Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM). Generally speaking, standards set in all countries largely prohibit synthetic fertilizers and
pesticides, and instead put heavy reliance on biodiversity, natural pathogen and pest controls, as well
as crop rotations to maintain soil fertility, enhance system sustainability, and reduce environmental
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agricultural sustainability. Over the last 30 years, U.S. organic production has grown at a steady pace, 
starting from virtually nothing and growing to currently include over 14,800 registered farms, 
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with certifiable organic operations found in every state [1]. Even though the amount of land dedicated 
to the production of organic goods is low in comparison to its conventional counterpart, consumer 
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Figure 1. Regulation and implementation of organic practices by country. According to the most recent
data from the Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL), organic agriculture is being practiced to
some degree in almost all countries [1]. Map created using mapchart.net.
According to the m st recent Research Institute of Orga ic Agriculture (FiBL) data (2015),
th re are 179 diverse organi producing countries in the world comb ing 50.9 million hectares of
farmland dedicated to organic production, an area roughly he total size of Spain (Figure 2) [1].
In 2015, the largest number of organ c producers wo ldwide was recorded, totaling 2.4 million,
of which 89% are from developing countri s and emerging ma kets (Figure 3). The most recent tatistics
also show that global sales of organic foo and drinks are e timated t have reached 81.6 billion USD
(Figures 4 and 5) [1]. Presently, organic agriculture and related businesses are growing withi the
U.S. market, serving as a strong stimulus for the SDA’s goals f r rural development and promotion
of agricultural sustainability. Over the last 30 years, U.S. organic production has grown at a steady
pace, starting from virtually nothing and growing to currently include over 14,800 registered farms,
managing approximately 2.0 million hectares (4.9 million acres; 0.6% total land share) of farmland,
with certifiable organic operations found in every state [1]. Even though the amount of land dedicated
to the production of organic goods is low in comparison to its conventional counterpart, consumer
demand is high. Overall, the U.S. organic market reached 39.7 billion USD in retail sales in 2015
(representing 47% of the global organic market), accounting for nearly 5% of all food sales in the
U.S. [2]. According to surveys collected by the USDA, even though the retail price of organic products
continues to be higher than their conventional counterparts, more organic producers are needed to
meet the demand of the U.S. market, especially for fresh produce and dairy.
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dedicated to organic production over the last 10 years; and (b) number of farmers dedicated to organic 
production in the top ten countries plus the United States (15th), as of 2015. Data compiled from 
Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL) and International Federation of Organic Agriculture 
Movements (IFOAM)-Organic International World of Organic Agriculture Yearbook 2017 [1]. 
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mapchart.net.
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Figure 5. Per capita consumption (a); and exportation (b) of organic products. Top ten countries are
shown. Data source: Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL) and International Federation of
Organic Agriculture Movements IFOAM-Organic International World of Organic Agriculture Yearbook
2017 [1].
1.2. The State of Sustainability in Global Agriculture
Sustainability is a complex concept comprised of many intertwining factors and lacking widely
accepted assessment methods, which poses challenges in assessing the level of sustainability of
agricultural systems. Generally, agricultural sustainability refers to crop (or livestock) production
using farming techniques that can provide human food and raw materials needs over the long-term,
as well as reducing the environmental impact while maintaining the economic viability and improving
the quality of life for farmers, and society as a whole.
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In the U.S., modern agriculture is largely dominated by conventional or industrial production
systems, with approximately 2.1 million farms covering roughly 373 million hectares [3].
Conventionally managed systems are characterized as high-input operations with heavy dependence
on off-farm resources and large capital investment. These production systems often consist of
large-scale monocultures relying on heavy machinery, use of irrigation, high-yielding hybrid varieties,
synthetic fertilizers, and frequent pesticide applications. Although conventional agriculture has led to
the development of convenient farming practices through mechanical and technological innovations
that have resulted in the adequate production of an inexpensive food supply. This type of system has
focused mainly on maximizing productivity and profitability, subsequently creating a fundamentally
unsustainable situation for the rapidly growing global population. Organic systems, on the other hand,
rely on the management of on-farm resources, embracing a whole-system approach to food production,
which consequently results in an approach that is perceived as more sustainable in comparison to
modern conventional systems.
Although most would agree that sustainable and organic are closely related terms, as per their
own definitions, some discrepancy remains over the extent of their association. Issues concerning
environmental impact, production cost, reliance on nonrenewable resources and inorganic chemicals,
and soil degradation are important parameters when evaluating agricultural sustainability at a whole
systems level. Reganold et al. [4] assessed the sustainability of three apple production systems
(organic, conventional, and mixed) by measuring soil quality parameters, horticultural performance
and energy cost. The combined results showed that organic and mixed systems had better sustainability
scores than the conventional counterpart, but that production parameters of each farm system were
economically inviable and, therefore, unsustainable. A separate study comparing sustainability of
(organic, conventional, and mixed) farming systems using 24 economic and environmental indicators
revealed that, even though organic farming systems generally complied with threshold standards,
organic production did not equate to complete sustainability, especially from an environmental
standpoint [5]. Overall, without a clear definition and a consensus of standards in which to measure
it, determining the sustainability of a particular agriculture system or how to improve it will
remain elusive.
Given the increasing demand for organic products, questions concerning the ability of organic
systems to sustainably meet the current and future global agricultural demands have been raised
numerous times. This is a widely debated issue, to which opponents often cite low crop output as the
primary constraint limiting the confidence of agricultural stakeholders in the ability of organically
managed systems to meet the population’s needs. Although yield is often the main aspect of crop
output discussed when comparing whole-system conventional and organic management, there are
several other differences that should be considered when evaluating the final crop product, including
the sustainability of the agricultural practices used to produce it (including long-term viability of
the system and environmental impact), as well as economic performance and nutritional content of
the product.
The remainder of this review provides a comparative dissection of system production inputs
and crop outputs to evaluate sustainability between organic and conventional management strategies.
It should be clearly noted that it is not the purpose of the authors to review organic methodologies
alone but to compile the scientific literature as evidentiary support to better understand system
cropping practices (excluding livestock) while framing sustainability. The literature selected to
complete the objective at hand consisted of recent meta-analyses and refereed original research
presenting data collected in-field with direct experimental comparison between organic and
conventional production practices or crop output, many of which were long-term studies.
2. Sustainability and Organic Production Parameters
Due to the increasing concerns over the impact of agriculture on the environment, numerous
studies have focused on determining the influence of production practices on various aspects
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including soil characteristics, consumption of nonrenewable resources, and environmental pollution.
Over the years, data from an extensive body of research has demonstrated differences between
system production methodologies, the most notable being soil fertility, pest management, and energy
consumption. By comparing these parameters within each system individually, the long-term feasibility
of each strategy can be reached, indicating areas for improvement, while collectively assessing the
sustainability of the whole-system management.
2.1. Soil Fertility Management
In terms of soil management, the main opposing production parameters between conventional
and organic systems involve the management of soil fertility. Nutrients are supplied in conventional
systems, generally monocultures, primarily by means of synthetic inorganic fertilizers, while soil
fertility in organic systems is managed largely with cover crops, green and animal manures,
and compost amendments, in addition to crop rotations. Since the soil environment is complex
and difficult to evaluate using just one indicator, several physical, chemical, and biological properties
have been examined to compare the impact of organic production on the soil. Numerous investigations
have shown that soil organic matter was improved in fields under organic management compared
conventional management (Table 1 and references within). Increased soil organic matter correlated
with improved soil structure and aggregate stability, water infiltration and holding capacity, as well
as diversity and activity of soil organisms, which often are characteristic of organically managed
soils. Studies have found that soil concentrations of P, K, Ca, and Mg are significantly greater
in organic fields. The pool of data available illustrates the importance of manure and compost
applications in organic systems. The removal of P-input resulted in soils with decreased soluble P and
negative P balance, which invariably leads to increased P mining and depletion, limiting the long-term
productivity and sustainability of the system. Organic fertility management also provides a viable
environment that supports a diverse population of beneficial soil macrofauna, including arthropods
and earthworms compared to those of conventionally managed soils (Table 1). Microbial biomass,
diversity, and activity have also been consistently greater in fields under crop rotations and organic
soil amendments in comparison to soils under culture repetition or receiving strictly mineral fertilizers
(Table 1). Data generated by Henneron et al. [6] suggest that improvements in soil microbial diversity
and biomass, in turn help to support the larger populations of macroorganisms that were also found
enriched in fields under organic management. Soil population increases, likely due to higher levels
of organic matter and crop residues present in the soil, additionally benefit from larger root systems
resulting from increased nutrient foraging common of organically produced crops. However, it is
important to point out that these studies did not find significant differences in soil quality until after
several years under organic management.
Table 1. Comparative Studies on Soil Fertility Management (in chronological order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Drinkwater et al., 1995 [7]
In commercial tomato fields, N mineralization potential was found to be
three times greater and inorganic pools were 25% greater in organic than
conventional fields after three seasons.
Organically managed soils have a greater portion of inorganic N present
as NH4+ compared to NO3−.
Clark et al., 1998 [8]
Organic soils receiving manure application and cover crop incorporation
were found to have higher soil organic C, soluble P, exchangeable K, and
pH compared to soil from conventional systems.
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Table 1. Cont.
Citation Major Conclusions
Bulluck et al., 2002 [9]
Concentrations of soil Ca, K, Mg, Mn were higher in soils under organic
fertility management after two years.
Mean soil organic matter, total C, and CEC were higher whereas bulk
density was reduced in plots with organic fertility amendments.
Propagule densities of Trichoderma spp. were greater in soils with organic
fertility amendments than synthetic fertilizer.
Mader et al., 2002 [10]
The 21-year study revealed increased aggregate stability, as well as
earthworm and microbial biomass in soils under organic management
compared to conventionally managed soils.
Dehydrogenase, protease, and phosphatase activities were greater in
fields managed organically compared to conventional fields, indicating
higher microbial activity.
Poudel et al., 2002 [11]
After five seasons, organic systems were found to have 112% greater
potentially mineralizable N than conventional systems.
Twice the amount of soil mineral N was found to be present in the
conventional system (44.10 mg kg−1) compared to the organic counterpart
(20.19 mg kg−1).
N mineralization rates in fields under conventional management were
found to be 100% than those under organic management, increasing the
risk for N leaching.
Sileika and Guzys, 2003 [12]
No differences in N or P leachate were found between field drainage from
organic cropping systems receiving manure compared to intensive
systems receiving mineral fertilization.
* Bengtsson et al., 2005 [13]
Meta-analysis revealed that organic practices increased species richness
30% than to conventional system practices.
Fields under organic management were found to have 50% greater
abundance of organisms; birds, predatory insects, soil flora and fauna
responded positively to organic fields.
Meng et al., 2005 [14]
Organic soils fertilized with manures have greater soil C and N content,
lower bulk density, and pore space than conventional soils supplied only
mineral fertilizers.
Pimentel et al., 2005 [15]
Soil C levels in animal and legume-based organic cropping systems were
significantly higher than conventional systems, 981, 574,
293 kg ha−1, respectively.
Soil N increased under organic management, while the conventional
system remained unchanged.
Kramer et al., 2006 [16]
Soils under organic management had higher organic matter content,
microbial biomass C and N, and denitrification potential resulting from
the use of organic fertility amendments and cover cropping than
mineral fertilizers.
Nitrate leaching was found to be around 5 times greater in conventional
fields than organic, while N2 emissions were greater in organic fields.
Torstensson et al., 2006 [17]
Over a 6-year period, leaching loads of N were found to be the smallest in
fields using integrated practices, particularly those utilizing cover crops
25 kg N ha−1 year−1.
P leaching were small in general in all systems, <0.25 kg ha−1 year−1.
Soils under organic management showed reduced K leachate compared to
conventional systems, 16 and 23 ha−1 year−1, respectively.
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Table 1. Cont.
Citation Major Conclusions
Tu et al., 2006 [18]
Tomato fields produced using composted plant debris had higher soil
microbial respiration, carbon (Cmic) and nitrogen (Nmic) compared to
those where synthetic fertilizers were utilized.
Microbial biomass and activity were higher in soil under cultivation of
organic tomatoes compared to conventional.
Cotton gin trash and straw mulch improved microbial biomass, activity,
and potential N availability compared to conventional fertility practices.
van Diepeningen et al., 2006 [19]
Significantly lower levels of nitrate and total soluble N were found in soils
under organic management compared to conventional.
Organic soil showed greater species richness of soil bacteria and
nematodes compared to conventional soils.
Yao et al., 2006 [20]
Soils under continuous cropping had reduced total C and N compared to
those utilizing rotational practices.
Soil microbial diversity was significantly greater in rotational cucumber
crops compared to continuous cropping.
Fließbach et al., 2007 [21]
Conventionally managed soils had 25% reduction in microbial biomass
compared to organic systems.
Dehydrogenase activity was ~40% higher in organically managed soils.
Annual applications of manure-compost resulted in 12% higher soil C
content than the conventional fertilization method.
Liu et al., 2007 [22]
Soils from organic and sustainable farms had improved soil health as
indicated by several physical, chemical, and biological factors, as well as
reduced disease incidence.
Ca, Mg, Mn, P, Zn, and Cu were greater in soils under organic production.
Populations of fungi and thermophiles were significantly higher in soils
from organic than conventional fields.
Soil bacterial functional diversity indices were higher in soils from
organic farms.
Birkhofer et al., 2008 [23]
Systems receiving farmyard manure had a greater abundance of soil
microbes (fungi and bacteria), bacterivorous nematodes, earthworms, and
spiders than conventional systems.
Bacterial and fungal phospholipid-derived fatty acid (PLFA) markers
increased roughly 17% in fields receiving organic forms of fertilization
compared to mineral fertilizer.
Evanylo et al., 2008 [24]
Soil organic C, total N, and available P increased 60%, 68%, 225%,
respectively, with the addition of compost in organic vegetable cropping
systems compared to the conventional counterpart.
Compost additions contributed the lowest amounts of all combined forms
of N to the runoff load.
* Mondelaers et al., 2009 [25]
A meta-analysis concluded that soils in organic systems had higher
organic matter content.
Organic fertility practices positively influenced natural biodiversity
organisms in the soil and landscape.
Scores representing nitrate and phosphorus leaching and greenhouse gas
emissions from organic farms were better than conventional farms.
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Citation Major Conclusions
* Tuomisto et al., 2012 [26]
Soil organic matter content was 7% greater in organic than
conventional farms.
Nitrogen leaching per unit of area was 31% lower from organic farming
compared to conventional farming.
Hilton et al., 2013 [27]
Direct comparison of crop rotations to monocultures, revealed that oilseed
rape rotations had a significant effect on the microbial community
structure and abundance in the rhizosphere.
Specifically, crop rotation affected fungal populations more so than the
bacterial community in the soil.
Populations of fungal pathogens affecting cabbage and tomato were
reduced in fields where rotations were employed compared to
continuous monocultures.
* McDaniel et al., 2014 [28]
Adding at least one or more crops in rotation to a monoculture
significantly improved both microbial biomass C and N, 21% and
26%, respectively.
Hartmann et al., 2015 [29]
Organic fields were characterized by ribosomal pyrosequencing with
increased species richness, including distinct groups of soil microbes
associated with the breakdown of complex organic compounds.
Firmicute bacteria (Bacillus and Thermobacillus) were found to be the only
phylum in which all operational taxonomic units responded exclusively to
systems receiving fertilization from farmyard manures.
Henneron et al., 2015 [6]
Organic systems had a greater abundance of the three ecological groups of
the Lumbricidae family of earthworms (anecic, endogeic, and epigeic)
than conventional operations.
Soil bacteria significantly increased under organic management
(1.35 × 1010 gene copies g−1 soil) compared to the conventional system
(1.04 × 1010 gene copies g−1 soil).
van Bruggen et al., 2015 [30]
Increased microbial activity was found in soils associated with organic
fertilization methods compared to conventional practices.
Disease severity of corky root in lettuce was significantly greater under
conventional compared to organic management, 59% and 5%, respectively.
Agegnehu et al., 2016 [31]
Compost and biochar significantly improved exchangeable K, Ca, and Mg
in Nitisol soils of South Africa after one season of application compared to
mineral fertilizers at multiple application rates.
* Venter et al., 2016 [32] Soil under higher diversity of crops in rotation had greater microbialdiversity (+15%) and richness (+3%) compared to monocultures.
Maharjan et al., 2017 [33]
Microbial biomass and total organic C and N contents were significantly
higher in organic topsoil compared with conventional farming systems.
Enzyme activity, except for xylanase and acid phosphatase, were also
higher in soil from organic systems.
Tian et al., 2017 [34]
A 35-year fertilization study revealed soil organic matter was higher after
long-term manure applications.
The abundance of soil bacteria and fungi were greater after applications of
manure compared to mineral fertilizers.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
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The collective data indicate that differences in soil quality and microbial activity under organic and
conventional fertility management corresponded to differences in N availability. Organically managed
soils were consistently characterized by reduced pools of instantaneous mineral N in combination with
increased microbial activities and potentially mineralizable N pools (which indicates N availability)
compared to soils managed using synthetic fertilization. The combination of soil characteristics induced
through soil management practices common in organic systems can result in a more tightly-coupled N
cycle (i.e., less N losses by denitrification and leaching) than those observed in conventional systems.
This more tightly-coupled N cycle is accomplished through increased plant–soil–microbe soil N
interactions and turnover of inorganic N resulting from organic management practices that increase
soil C availability and thereby microbial biomass N (Nmic) demand and gross N transformation
rates [35]. Indeed, Bowles et al. [35] found that the Nmic and mineralizable N potential were strongly
related to the expression of the glutamine synthetase gene (GS1), an enzyme required for direct
assimilation of NH4+ in the root cells, providing evidence that organic systems foster a tightly-coupled
plant–soil N cycle. The current research pool also indicates that the rate of N mineralization in
conventional systems was significantly greater than in organic fields (Table 1). The high N supplying
capacity of organically managed soils, due to the high organic matter content coupled with increased
biological activity and a lower mineralization rate, allows for the accumulation of more assimilated N
forms, reducing the potential of organic fields to undergo heavy N leaching.
In all agricultural systems, whether under conventional or organic management, one of the major
concerns regarding fertilization is the potential for nutrient leaching and runoff, particularly of N
and P, both of which are serious contributors to water pollution [36]. Current data suggest that soils
managed organically have a greater portion of inorganic N present as NH4+ than NO3− compared
to those managed conventionally (Table 1). Studies addressing environmental impacts of agriculture
revealed that the majority of organic soils show a decrease in NO3− leachate, while enhanced N2
emissions were found in the same soils (Table 1). These data suggest that the differences in fertilization
practices between organic and conventional systems shift the balance of gaseous and leaching N
losses, resulting in more N lost as N2 in organic systems while a greater portion is lost as NO3− from
conventional systems. It should also be understood that organic fertility amendments differ based
on their chemical composition and therefore can be consumed or converted by soil organisms at
different rates. Comparing organic manures, Gomez-Lopez and del Amor [37] recorded that poultry
litter resulted in three times greater concentration of soil NO3− and higher potential for pollution
compared to horse and sheep manures: 3,058, 956, and 877 ppm, respectively. Even though there is
potential cause for environmental impact due to leaching and runoff of agricultural P, only a limited
number of studies directly compared organic and conventional production systems in this regard
(Table 1). The few studies attempting to compare P leaching between the opposing systems found
either inconclusive results or that levels of P leachate are comparatively small. Although P surpluses
have been noted among both organic and conventional soils, organically managed fields may be better
at governing nutrient cycling and reduce P loss, due to the greater microbial biomass of soils under
organic management.
Organic fertility practices, although not without flaws, promote system sustainability by fostering
a healthy soil environment through tilth building, creation of organic matter, and increased microbial
activity. Taking into account the current data as well as the fact that P is a limited, non-renewable
resource, it is essential to improve its management to reduce P surplus and increase long-term
sustainability of food production. Improving soil quality can also lead to soil conservation and
reduce the economic and energy costs associated with mineral fertilizers. Therefore, the long-term
environmental impact of crop production, due to nutrient loss and leaching, can also be decreased
with the implementation of organic fertility practices, further improving sustainability of the system.
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2.2. Pest Management
In most cases, a system under conventional management is subjected to a scheduled regime of
chemical controls meant to reduce pest (insect, pathogen, and weed) pressures that limit yield and
product quality. According to the most recent data (2012), global pesticide usage totaled 5.8 billion
pounds, with the U.S. accounting for 23% and nearly all of which is applied in the agricultural
sector [38]. Globally and in the U.S., herbicides account for 50% of total pesticide usage and
have been sharply increasing, while the use of insecticides and fungicides have remained relatively
consistent [38]. A handful of studies consistently found conventionally grown fruit and vegetables had
more pesticide residues than organic samples (Table 2 and references within). Although the same yield
limiting pressures exist in organic systems, the use of most synthetic chemicals is strictly prohibited,
leaving producers with only a few effective cultural, mechanical, or physical methods for pest control.
These strategies, when integrated with other practices common to organic system management can
improve the sustainability by reducing the reliance on harsh chemicals or energy expensive agents for
pest control.
Table 2. Comparative Studies on Pest Management (in chronological order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Phelan et al., 1995 [39]
Higher levels of European corn borer (ECB) oviposition on corn plants
were found in conventional soil than organic.
Soil-fertility history was strongly correlated with acceptability of corn
plants to ECB.
Barberi et al., 1998 [40]
Weed seedbank size was greater under the organic system compared to
the conventional, 100,761 and 27,601 seeds m−2, respectively.
Amaranthus retroflexus and Solanum nigrum were characteristic of the
organic system.
Clark et al., 1999 [41]
Weed abundance was highest in organic than conventional systems.
Weed biomass at harvest was similar in both systems for three out of
four seasons.
Letourneau and Goldstein, 2001 [42]
Arthropod damage to leaves and fruit were similar in commercial
tomatoes produced under organic and conventional management.
Higher abundance of natural enemies and greater species richness of all
functional arthropod groups in organic systems than conventional.
Abbasi et al., 2002 [43]
Anthracnose was reduced in organic fields with a high rate of cannery
compost applied than conventional systems.
Populations of bacterial spot were lower in organic than
conventional systems.
Baker et al., 2002 [44]
Across eight fruits and 12 vegetables, 73% of the conventionally grown
produce tested positive for pesticide residue compared to 23% of the
organic samples.
More than half of the conventionally produced foods tested positive for
more than one pesticide.
Bulluck and Ristaino, 2002 [9]
Disease incidence level of Sclerotium rolfsii was 67% in soils receiving
synthetic fertilizers while 3% and 12% for soils treated with composted
cotton-gin trash and manure, respectively.
Fusarium spp. decreased with time in soils amended with manure and
were higher at harvest in soil receiving synthetic fertilizer.
Bulluck et al., 2002 [45] Propagule densities of Phytophthora spp. and Pythium spp. were lower insoil with organic than synthetic fertility amendments.
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Table 2. Cont.
Citation Major Conclusions
Poudel et al., 2002 [11]
Greater weed pressure was found in organic than conventional systems in
both tomato and corn fields.
Organic tomato systems cost $571 ha−1 for weed management while
conventional systems cost $420 ha−1.
Moonen and Barberi, 2004 [46]
Seedbank density was five times greater in systems using no-till and cover
crops compared to conventional tillage practices.
The seedbank of soil under conventional tillage consisted of 6% monocot
seeds and for 70% of annual species while no-till contained 25% and
41%, respectively.
* Bengtsson et al., 2005 [13]
Organic system management increased species richness of birds, insects,
and weeds.
Birds, predatory insects, and soil organisms were found to be 50% more
abundant in organic than conventional systems.
Pimentel et al., 2005 [15]
The herbicides atrazine and metolachlor were detected in water leachate
collected from conventional systems.
In fields where corn followed corn and atrazine was applied two years in
a row, the leachate had atrazine exceeding 3 ppb.
Liu et al., 2007 [22] The final incidence of Southern blight was significantly lower in soils fromorganic than conventional farms.
Liu et al., 2007 [47]
Incidence of Southern blight was significantly reduced in tomato crops
produced using organic fertility amendments compared to mineral
fertilizer, 9.7% and 13.7%, respectively.
The rate of disease progression was also reduced under with the use of
organic fertility amendments compared to synthetic fertilizer.
Abouziera et al., 2008 [48]
Weed biomass was reduced using organic management compared
to glyphosate.
Black plastic mulch of 150 or 200 µm thickness resulted in the greatest
weed control.
Birkhofer et al., 2008 [23]
Bacterivorous nematodes and earthworms were most abundant in fields
receiving organic fertility amendments compared to mineral fertilizer
applications.
Mineral fertilizers were harmful to enchytraeids and Diptera larvae, while
aphids benefited.
Liu et al., 2008 [49]
Final disease incidence of Phytophthora capsici was greater in soils with
rye-vetch green manure compared to other organic fertility amendments
and synthetic fertilizer.
Krauss et al., 2010 [50] Weed density, cover, and biomass were 2–5 times greater in soils withreduced than conventional tillage.
Vakali et al., 2011 [51]
Weed biomass increased with non-inversion than inversion tillage
practices in barley fields, however in rye fields, tillage practice was
insignificant.
* Baranski et al., 2014 [52]
Occurrence of pesticide residues were 4 times higher in conventional
crops, and contained greater Cd concentrations.
Conventional fruits had a greater frequency of residue detection than
conventional vegetables, 75% and 32% respectively, compared to the
organic crops types where contamination was similar among groups, 11%.
Birkhofer et al., 2014 [53]
The bird family Columbidae, the ground beetle subfamily Pterostichinae,
and butterfly subfamilies Heliconiinae and Polyommatinae were more
species-rich in locations under organic compared to conventional systems.
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Citation Major Conclusions
Murrell and Cullen, 2014 [54]
European corn borer larvae development time was slower on crops
receiving organic systems compared to crops from conventional and
hybrid systems.
Plant tissues differed in S, Fe, and Cu content due to fertility amendments.
* Tuck et al., 2014 [55]
Meta-analysis found that arthropods, birds, and microbes showed
significant positive response to organic farming.
Organic production practices increase biodiversity by 33% relative to
conventional practices.
Clifton et al., 2015 [56]
Greater occurrence of entomopathogenic fungi was found in organically
farmed soils, however differences between seasons were recorded.
Abundance of Metarhizium anisopliae colony forming units (CFU) in
organic was significantly higher than conventional systems.
Herbicide and fungicide application did not significantly reduce the
number of viable conidia of Metarhizium spp.
Feber et al., 2015 [57]
77% more individuals and 36% more hunting spider species were
collected from organic systems.
No difference in populations of web-building spiders were found
between systems.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
2.2.1. Insecticides and Fungicides
Despite the lack of intensive chemical applications, the collective body of data suggests herbivore
damage was often similar between organic and conventional fields (Table 2). The data pool also
indicates that species richness and abundance, including birds, predators and parasites, as well as
arthropods, were greater in organic systems compared to the conventional counterpart. Several studies
have focused on describing how insect populations respond to crops fertilized under opposing
production systems (Table 2). Populations of several pest species (aphids, flea beetles, and European
corn borer) responded specifically to the higher N tissue concentration common to crops produced
with mineral fertilizer than under organic fertility management, although this may not be the response
of all pests on all crops.
Additionally, reduced disease incidence was reported in organic fields compared to neighboring
conventional fields for several major crop pathogens including Anthracnose and Southern blight
(Table 2). The data pool further suggests that the lower pathogen incidence of organic systems is due
to increased populations of beneficial soil fungi and fungal-feeding nematodes as consequence of the
addition of organic fertility amendments. Various composted materials (plant debris, manure, cotton gin
trash) common to organic systems decreased the presence of several yield-reducing pathogens
compared to synthetic fertilizers (Table 2). The high competition-sensitivity of certain species,
such as Fusarium, suggests that fungi are unable to compete with the increased microbial diversity
of soils receiving organic soil amendments, which leads to a reduced disease incidence in the field.
Even though there is recurring evidence that organic fertility amendments increase disease suppression,
it must be clarified that no single soil additive has shown significant disease suppression against all
pathogens and that a pathogen may not behave similarly with all organic fertility amendments [58–60].
Additionally, the increased biodiversity, in both the surrounding landscape and soil common under
organic management acts as a form of biological compensation for heavy insecticide and fungicide
use. The removal of harsh chemicals not only reduces the environmental impact of the system but
also lowers the significant cost associated with agricultural chemicals as well as the likelihood of
intoxication of farm workers and community members.
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As questions regarding worker safety and environmental health are raised, it is suspected that
a few organically approved pesticides, particularly rotenone (insecticide) and copper (fungicide)
based products, might to subjected to further scrutiny. Indeed, the lack of consistent data and
evidence suggesting its safety to consumers, specifically its connection with neurological diseases
and persistence on food crops after treatment, may potentially lead the organically approved status
of rotenone to being challenged [61,62]. Copper based products have also been questioned due to
their potential to negatively affect the environment. Accumulation of copper in the soil horizons from
frequent applications, particularly in orchard operations, has been shown to decrease populations of
soil fauna and the associated nutrient cycling and bioturbation, subsequently altering the physical and
chemical properties, reducing crop yield, as well as increasing contamination of runoff water [63–66].
Although some negative aspects exist for a small number of organic insecticides and fungicides,
improvements in dispersal technology and formulation, as well as increasing the preharvest interval,
organically produced agricultural goods that meet consumer expectations can be delivered to market
while maintaining the sustainability of the system.
2.2.2. Herbicides
Weed management after crop establishment is considerably different between organically and
conventionally managed systems. In conventional systems, chemical herbicides are relied upon to
reduce weed populations. A USDA report on pesticide use indicates that the top five active ingredients
found in herbicides (glyphosate, atrazine, acetochlor, metolachlor, and 2,4-D) are more heavily applied
than any other chemical pesticides used in U.S. agriculture [67]. Globally, the use of glyphosate in
agriculture has exploded since the release of herbicide tolerant (HT) crops in the mid-1990s, rising from
113 million pounds (51 million kg) in 1995 to 1.65 billion pounds (748 million kg) in 2014 (Figure 6) [68].
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) report further states that the usage of glyphosate
doubled from 2001 to 2008 in the U.S., from 90 to 180 million pounds, respectively [69]. This same
timeframe corresponds to the most drastic surge in HT corn cropping, as well as the continued steady
incline in the adoption of HT cotton and soybean in the U.S. [70]. In the U.S., the proportion of HT crop
lands have increased from 10% for corn and cotton, and 17% for soybean in 1996 to 89% and 94% in 2014,
respectively; on which 250 million pounds (113 million kg) of glyphosate were applied, 49% on soybean
crops alone [68,70]. Although chemical herbicide applications offer an effective method of weed control
in conventional systems, they come with significant unsustainable environmental impacts, including
herbicide leaching. As of recently, a growing body of evidence has emerged indicating application
of glyphosate negatively impacts soil microbial and earthworm populations [71,72]. At the Rodale
Institute Farming Systems Trial (FST), Pimentel et al. [15] detected atrazine and metolachlor in water
leachate only from fields under conventional weed control. In conventional fields where corn followed
corn, detectable atrazine levels were over 3 ppb, the U.S. EPA maximum contaminant level for drinking
water [15].
Without the use of efficient chemical controls, organic producers are left with only physical and
cultural practices to reduce weed persistence. The current body of evidence consistently suggests
greater weed pressure in fields under organic management (Table 2). Furthermore, the data indicate
that weed seedbank density of organic fields are significantly greater than in conventional fields,
likely a consequence of animal grazing or manure applications which can act as a source of viable
weed seeds. Unfortunately, many accepted organic practices carry a higher risk of incomplete weed
removal (further adding to seed bank), resulting in lower long-term efficiency, potentially decreasing
the sustainability of the system. Intensive inversion tillage practices common to modern agriculture
are usually performed with a moldboard plow for effective mechanical destruction and vertical
distribution of weed seeds into deep soil horizons. Although an effective means to reduce weed
pressure, the deep mechanical manipulation can negatively impact the physical, chemical, and
biological characteristics of the soil, as well as higher susceptibility to erosion (wind and water)
and reduced crop performance. Inversion tillage is permissible under organic regulations, however
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since it is counterproductive to soil building, many producers have transitioned to low-intensity,
non-inversion conservation tillage or no-till practices aiming to conserve soil moisture, reduce erosion,
decrease energy and costs, while maintaining weed biomass at acceptable levels. Several studies
demonstrated that non-inversion tillage methods significantly improve soil aggregate stability and
fertility compared to inversion methods (Table 2), with the most pronounced effects during season
with high precipitation. Conservation tillage practices, when coupled with other cultural methods
including utilization of cover crops and mulches, are effective at reducing weed seed bank density and
subsequent weed pressure. The data further suggest that the method of primary tillage and growing
region can influence cover crop performance, therefore finding the appropriate cover crop varieties or
combinations can improve soil coverage and efficacy of weed suppression.
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Although acceptable weed control has been demonstrated with the use of cover crops, this strategy
might not be appropriate for all fields or crops. Commonly, conventional and organic producers resort
to mulching materials (plastic film, straw, paper, woven biodegradable material, and municipal green
waste) to reduce the presence of weeds. Multiple studies have shown significant reductions in weed
biomass with mulches (black plastic and straw) compared to glyphosate applications by late season
under several diverse crop species (Table 2). Polyethylene (PE) plastic mulch has been commonly utilized
for decades due to its durability and effectiveness to maintain low weed populations, however several
negative environmental aspects associated with its removal and disposal have many organic producers
opting for alternative materials. Removal, even with machinery, is time consuming and often results
in breakage and small fragments that remain in the soil or end up as water polluting particles.
Additionally, the recycling of PE agricultural products, especially the low-density forms, can be
difficult due to transportation costs coupled with soil and chemical contaminants present after harvest.
Therefore, the majority of agricultural PE is unsustainably discarded into local landfills. Even though
weed control under organic management requires a well-thought integrated plan, often with reduced
efficacy compared to conventional methods, it has reduced environmental impact and exposes workers
less to toxic chemicals, ultimately improving the sustainability of the production system.
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2.3. Energy Use and Efficiency
Currently, we are experiencing a monumental time in history as the global population continues
to grow concurrently with declines in finite natural resources. To meet the growing food demands of
the swelling population, energy conscientious production of agricultural goods has become paramount.
Historically, the energy demand of agriculture was of less significance, when many farming operations
were low-input by default compared to those of modern times. Over the past 75 years the farming
landscape has drastically changed, with modern agriculture relying heavily on off-farm inputs and
machinery, in turn increasing both the direct and indirect forms of energy required for production.
This approach emanates questions as we navigate a time of increased food demand and declining
resources. As the food needs of the future are addressed, the land use and labor force as well as the
(direct and indirect) energy load required for conventional and organic systems need to be evaluated
and managed sustainably.
2.3.1. Land and Labor
Land availability and use efficiency are points often raised by opponents of organic agriculture
who question its ability to adequately contribute to feeding the growing population. Even though
there are some inconsistencies in determining the exact amount of agricultural land available, the Food
and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates that 11% (1.6 billion ha) of the global surface is under
agricultural production. It has also been estimated that an additional 2.4 billion hectares have
marginal agricultural potential, suggesting that there still is some room for expansion [74,75].
Separate meta-analyses revealed that organic farming requires roughly 85% more land than
conventional systems, coupled with reduced yields, results in a system with reduced land use efficiency
(Table 3 and references within). The increased land requirement is largely due to lower crop and
livestock yields as well as the extra land required for soil building and breaking of disease cycles.
Table 3. Comparative Studies on Energy Consumption between Organic and Conventional Cropping
Systems (in chronological order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Pimentel et al., 2005 [15]
Organic system required 35% more labor than conventional systems.
Significantly less energy was used to produce corn in organic than
conventional systems, 3.6 and 5.2 million kcal ha−1, respectively.
The required energy input of soybean production was similar between
systems: 2.2 million kcal ha−1.
Hoeppner et al., 2006 [76]
Total energy consumption was 2.5 times greater under conventional
compared to organic system management.
The use of N fertilizer accounted for roughly 47% of the total energy
consumption in conventional systems, however this depended on
the rotation.
Energy output was significantly higher from wheat and flax produced in
conventional systems compared to organic.
Energy efficiency was 40% greater in organic systems due to the lower
energy output.
Pimentel, 2006 [77]
31% less total energy input was needed for corn produced organic compared
to conventional production systems.
Direct energy consumption for corn was similar between systems for fossil
fuels (89 L diesel and 40 L gasoline) and electricity (13 kWh ha−1).
The differences in indirect energy consumption between systems was
attributed to the use of commercial fertilizer nutrients and pesticides.
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Table 3. Cont.
Citation Major Conclusions
Wood et al., 2006 [78]
Organic production had reduced indirect energy use than conventional
production due to large exclusion of off-farm products such as mineral
fertilizer and pesticides.
Employment intensity for organic horticultural crops was greater compared
to conventional system, while livestock operations can be lower.
* Mondelaers et al., 2009 [25] Organic systems had 83% land use efficiency compared toconventional operations.
* Tuomisto et al., 2012 [26]
Organic farming requires 84% more land than conventional operations.
Organic systems energy consumption was 21% lower than
conventional systems.
High energy inputs of conventional farming were mainly due to
manufacturing and transportation of mineral fertilizers, especially N.
Pergola et al., 2013 [79]
Total energy used was higher in conventional orange and lemon production
than organic systems, 39% and 51%, respectively.
Direct energy consumption was greater in lemon produced under organic
practices than conventional, but similar for organic and conventional oranges.
Conventional citrus crops consumed greater indirect energy, largely due to
production and transportation of fertilizer and pest control, than
organic systems.
Human labor was similar between systems for both orange and lemon,
averaging 53,900 MJ ha−1.
Conventional citrus production had a greater reliance on non-renewable
energy than organic systems, 3.8 and 2.4 million MJ ha−1, respectively.
dal Ferro et al., 2017 [80]
Total energy input was reduced in organic systems compared to conventional,
12,966 and 20,968 MJ ha−1 y−1.
Fertilization accounted for 53.7% of the energy consumed by conventional
compared to organic production, 15.5%.
Mechanical operations required more energy in organic systems compared to
conventional.
Productivity of the energy invested was greater in organic (4.53) than
conventional operations (4.28).
Kamali et al., 2017 [81]
Organic systems used ~30% less energy per ton of soybeans compared to
conventional systems.
Organic systems had higher employment compared to conventional systems,
requiring 3.98 and 0.27 h ha−1 day−1, respectively.
Lin et al., 2017 [82]
Higher indirect energy inputs in conventional compared to organic systems
were due to the use of mineral fertilizers and pesticides.
Direct energy consumption was greater among the organic systems due to the
higher diesel usage.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
With a greater land requirement characteristic of organic systems, there will likely be a concurrent
need for increased labor. Data from several long-term farming trials suggest that organic systems
require 15–35% more labor than the conventional counterpart, depending on the crop (Table 3). This can
be attributed to several factors including greater crop diversity as well as use of mechanical methods
to control pests compared to the chemical practices of conventional systems. The labor required for
organic operations is consistent over the entire season (spring, summer, and fall) and includes time
dedicated to soil quality building, unlike conventional systems where the heavy workload is concentrated
to planting and harvesting, ultimately resulting in similar workforce. Interestingly, when comparing
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all forms of energy inputs used in organic and conventional agriculture systems, human labor was
the least energy demanding in both. Overall, recent data suggest that the labor required for organic
production is greater than for conventional systems. Supporters of expanding organic operations
view this as an opportunity to create jobs, especially in developing nations and rural areas where
consistent employment is desperately needed, as well as in developed nations, where seasonal farming
jobs significantly contribute to job insecurity and wide pay gaps between fulltime and seasonal
(often undocumented immigrant) employees.
2.3.2. Direct and Indirect Energy
Beside the differences in land and labor use, organic and conventional agricultural systems
contrast in the measurable energy consumption required to maintain operations. Energy consumption
at a farming systems level can occur both directly and indirectly (Figure 7). Direct energy consumption
refers to the use of fossil fuels, lubricants, and electricity while indirect consumption is attributed
to manufacturing and distribution of agricultural inputs. It should be cautioned that many studies
present energy consumption data without differing direct and indirect use, which can be misleading.
To truly understand differences in energy use between farming systems, it is important to identify
the points of excessive energy use by examining direct and indirect use independently. This will
become necessary in the near future for better management of non-renewable resources and overall
improvements in energy use, regardless of the system. Studies comparing direct energy use in organic
and conventional systems presented conflicting results. Pimentel [77] determined that the production
of organic corn and soy consumed similar amounts of fossil fuels (diesel and gasoline) and electricity
as those crops under conventional management. While a recent study conducted in established organic
and conventional citrus operations in Italy revealed that direct energy consumption was greater in
organic lemons than the conventional counterpart; while on the contrary, organic oranges required less
direct energy than those produced conventionally [79]. This indicates that crop type, season length,
and production practices can heavily influence the direct energy requirements, regardless of the
whole-system management. It should be understood that the direct energy consumption, in both
organic and conventional production systems, will expectedly be influenced by the rising cost of
fuel and electricity in the future. Exploring the use of renewable energy sources as replacements
for non-renewable forms can greatly improve the sustainability of direct energy consumption of all
operations. In the future, this paradigm shift will absolutely become critical, as we are faced with
concurrent declines in resources and increases in food demand.
Although some variations have been noted in the direct energy consumption between systems,
indirect energy consumption has been consistently greater under conventional management (Table 3).
A significant portion of the difference in indirect energy consumption between organic and
conventional systems can be attributed to the manufacturing of pesticides. Depending on the
chemical composition, the manufacturing of pesticides used can be just as energy expensive as N
fertilizer. The specific methods (heating, distillation, and drying) and resources (petroleum products,
electricity, and steam) used can also significantly influence the energy requirements for manufacturing
a particular pesticide, however the value can be difficult to estimate because these processes are patent
protected. Helsel [83] determined that the most common active ingredients (glyphosate, atrazine,
acetochlor and metolachlor) of pesticides are among the most energy expensive, requiring 195,200,
81,700, and 119,000 BTUs/lb, respectively, to manufacture. Product formulation also influences the
energy consumption ranging from 8600 BTUs/lb for emulsified oil and microgranular products to
12,900 BTUs/lb for wettable powders. Representing only a portion of the indirect energy consumed,
the elimination of conventional pesticides can enhance the system sustainability by reducing the
reliance on off-farm chemical products manufactured using non-renewable resources and the
elimination of associated costs, thus also improving the economic viability.
Of the potential sources for indirect energy consumption, the manufacturing of N fertilizers is
responsible for approximately half of the requirements, making it the single most expensive input of
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modern conventional farming. The production of N-based fertilizers occurs through the Haber–Bosch
process, which combines atmospheric N with hydrogen under high pressure and temperature
conditions to form ammonia. Of the N-based fertilizer producers worldwide, 73% supply H2 to the
process through natural gas while 27% still utilize coal [84]. In general, N fertilizers produced with the
use of either H2 source require a substantial amount of energy to form ammonia, however natural gas is
slightly more energy efficient than coal, with 35 and 57 million BTUs required per metric ton N2 utilized,
respectively [74]. Since the development of crop varieties with positive yield responses to high N
supplies began in the 1960s, the use of N-based synthetic fertilizers in the U.S. has risen proportionately.
In 2010, 10.4 million metric tons of N fertilizers were applied to crops in the U.S., rising from 2.7 million
metric tons in the 1960s, nearly half of which had to be imported to meet the demand [85]. In the
U.S., corn is the most fertilizer-dependent crop produced, accounting alone for 46% of the domestic
fertilizer consumption [84]. Based on the current fertilizer consumption rates and energy required
for production, coupled with the growing global population, the dependency of N-based fertilizers
will increase the agricultural energy demand by more than 45% [74]. Additionally, the potential rising
prices of natural gas, which accounts for 70% of the cost associated with the production of N fertilizers,
may impact the future usage and could lead to the promotion and increased implementation of organic
fertility methods, even in conventional or hybrid operations. Importantly, most of the modern crop
varieties have been bred for optimal performance under high-input conditions and unfortunately may
not exhibit the same response under reduced N availability. By creating new or improving existing
varieties, especially for crop commodities that are highly dependent on large supplies of N inputs,
such as corn and cotton, we will greatly help to reduce the indirect energy consumption of either
organic or conventional system, and also improve the management of global finite energy resources
while meeting the food demands.
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Data collected from the Rodale Institute long-term FST reveal the differences in energy consumption
for fields under organic and conventional management for both indirect and direct forms of energy [15].
Overall, the fields under organic management consumed less energy (represented by the size of the pie
chart) than the conventional system. The data also show distinct differences in the forms of energy
utilized. Direct energy consumption (labor, fuel, and equipment—indicated in shades of blue) required
63% of the total energy used in organic systems compared to the 27.5% demanded in conventional
systems. Indirect energy consumption (production and transportation of off-farm inputs, such as
seed, soil fertility, herbicide—represented in shades of green) was greatest in conventional systems,
accounting for 72.5% of the total energy required by the system. It should be noted that these data
represent annual crop production, and that results are expected to be different for permanent crops.
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3. Sustainability of Organic Provisions
Given the increasing interest for organic products, questions concerning the ability of organic
systems to meet the current and future global agricultural demand have been raised numerous times.
Still a widely debated standpoint, opponents often cite low crop output as the primary constraint
limiting the confidence of agricultural stakeholders in the ability of organic systems to meet the
population’s needs. Although yield is often the only aspect of crop output discussed when comparing
whole-system conventional and organic management, there are several other details that should
be considered when evaluating the sustainability of the final crop product, including economic
performance and nutritional content. Even though multiple production practices advantageous
to system health and stability are implemented in organic systems, the lack of understanding in
the beneficial characteristics of the final product contribute to the restricted acceptance of organic
system management.
3.1. Yield
Globally, crop yield is often considered by producers as the most important output. The difference
in crop yield between conventional and organic systems has long been regarded as the major issue
inhibiting the adoption of organic production practices by both, large and small farmers. Over the
years, numerous studies have reported data describing the yield gap between conventional and
organic crops, however many of these studies contain factors that could create bias when interpreting
the results (Table 4 and references within). Experimental flaws most commonly affecting the
validity of early studies comparing system yields included, for example, the use of crop varieties
developed for conventional high-input systems, which likely will not exhibit the same superior
performance under resource-limited conditions, as well as unbalanced applications of N between
systems. Although several experimental biases are present, the data indicate that crop yield under
conventional management is greater than organic systems, especially among grain and horticultural
crops (Table 4). Recently, in a meta-analysis of 115 studies where 1071 conventional versus organic
comparisons were extracted, Ponisio et al. [86] found organic yields averaging 19% lower in comparison
to conventional crops, a lower gap than previously described and indicative that advancements can be
made to further narrow this gap. Significantly greater yields from organic systems have been reported
by a small number of studies, particularly for forage (alfalfa, rye, and buckwheat) and hay (perennial
and legumes) crops compared to conventional systems. It should be stressed that globally important
crops, such as wheat and corn have been given greater breeding attention leading to the development
of varieties with superior yield performance under high-input conditions since the Green Revolution
than those best suited for organic conditions. Even though much of the yield data produced has
varied, the results can be used to identify useful physiological traits and production responses that are
adventitious to management to breed superior cultivars specifically created for low-input or organic
conditions. Through support and sustained funding, crop varieties that are best suited for growing
conditions of systems under organic management with improved yields can be developed.
Table 4. Comparative Analysis on Yield between Organic and Conventional Systems (in chronological
order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Clark et al., 1999 [87]
All crops (tomato, bean, safflower, wheat, oats, corn), except safflower
demonstrated significant yield differences between organic and conventional
systems in at least some years.
Organic tomato and corn yields were lower in five of the eight years of the study.
Yield of bean, wheat, and oats differed less often and tended to vary based on
seasonal environmental conditions.
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Entz et al., 2001 [88]
Grain (wheat, oat, and barley) yields on organic farms were 77%, 73%, and 74%,
respectively, of those of conventional farms.
Buckwheat and fall rye yields were similar between systems (97% and 104%,
respectively) of conventional yields.
Mader et al., 2002 [10]
Organic potato yields were 58–66% of those in conventional plots, mainly due to
nutrient deficiencies and pathogen pressure.
By the third rotation, organic winter wheat yields had reached 90% of those of
conventional fields, with gradual yield improvement over time.
Poudel et al., 2002 [11]
Tomato yield had significant farming system x year interactions.
Differences in yield gap between organic and conventional systems were
eliminated by the third season.
In seasons with unexpected production issues (poor emergence, extreme
growing stress), organic tomatoes had 16% greater yield than conventional.
Pimentel et al., 2005 [15]
During the first five years (in a 22-year study), corn grain yields were higher
from conventional than organic system, 4483 and 5903 kg ha−1.
After the transitional period (Years 1–5), corn grain yield was similar between
systems, 6451 kg ha−1, during seasons with normal rainfall.
Under normal rainfall, soybean yields were similar between systems.
In seasons under drought conditions, corn and soybean yields were lower in
conventional than organic systems, −31% and −50%, respectively.
Badgley et al., 2007 [89]
Modeled organic global food supply data, based on the current agricultural land
use, showed that organic system management can produce enough food on a
global basis per capita.
Gopinath et al., 2008 [90]
Fields receiving mineral fertilizer produced more wheat ears per area than
manure and compost applications.
Wheat produced using mineral fertilizer developed more grains per ear than
those receiving organic fertility amendments.
The yield gap between conventional and organic fields narrowed by the
second season.
Cavigelli et al., 2009 [91]
Corn yield from organic systems increased with increasing crop rotation,
ranging 41–24% less than conventional corn yield.
Soybean yield was 19% lower in organic than conventional systems.
Wheat yield was similar between systems, averaging 4.09 t ha−1.
Ri1hi et al., 2009 [92] Conventional systems produced greater marketable yield of tomato fruit thanorganic systems, 55.62 and 34.63 t ha−1, respectively.
* de Ponti et al., 2012 [93]
On average, organic yields were 80% of those from conventional operations.
The relative yield of pre-2004 data was statistically similar to 2004–2010 data,
indicating the relative yield performance of organic agriculture had not
substantially changed.
* Seufert et al., 2012 [94]
Across several crops, yields from organic systems were on average 25% lower
than conventional.
Organic fruits and oilseed crops demonstrated slightly reduced yields compared
to the conventional counterparts, −3% and −11%, respectively.
Organic cereals and vegetables have significantly lower yields than crops
produced conventionally, −26% and −33%, respectively.
Better organic performance of perennial over annual crops, and legumes over
non-legumes was demonstrated.
The yield gap between organic and conventional crops in developing countries
is greater than in developed countries, −43% and −25%, respectively.
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Foster et al., 2013 [95]
Cotton yield from organic systems was 42% lower than conventional during the
first rotational cycle, while yields were similar in cycle 2.
Soybean yields were 7% lower in organic fields than conventional.
Wheat yield from organic systems was 37% lower than conventional during the
first rotation, but similar thereafter.
Lee et al., 2015 [96]
Marketable yield was higher in conventional than organic onion fields, 71.5 and
55.8 t ha−1, respectively.
Fresh weight of conventional onion (220.2 g/plant) was greater than organic
onions (175.6 g/plant).
* Ponisio et al., 2015 [86]
Meta-analysis determined that organic yields were 19.2% lower than
conventional yields—a smaller yield gap than previously found.
Multi-cropping and crop rotation used in organic systems reduced the yield gap.
* Kniss et al., 2016 [97]
Organic yields were lower than conventional yields for most crops.
Yields for 9 out of 13 field and forage crops were significantly less under organic
management than conventional.
Organic hay crops had yields that were similar or greater than conventional
hay crops.
Organic squash, snap bean, sweet maize, and peach yields were similar
to conventional.
Suja et al., 2017 [98]
Similar yield performance of taro under organic and conventional practices,
10.61 and 11.12 t ha−1, respectively.
Yield attributes including cormel number, yield per plant, and weight, and
number of mother corms were similar between conventional and
organic systems.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
The studies reporting yield over the long-term have noted that differences between systems
are reduced over time. The data suggest that, during the transitional period (the first three to
four years of organic production, which is about the same time required to complete one full crop
rotation), organic systems are prone to slimmer yields followed by seasonal increases as the soil
quality and microbial populations are restored, after which the yield gap is significantly reduced or
no longer existent (Table 4). The meta-analysis conducted by Ponisio et al. [86] further revealed that
multicropping and increasing rotation length can further reduce the yield gap between conventional
and organic systems by 4–9%. It also should be noted that N-availability in organic systems is driven
by the rate of N-mineralization, which is heavily influenced by soil temperatures. Therefore, it is likely
that larger yield gaps between systems exist for early-season crops compared to mid- and late-season
crops that are planted into warm soils with greater microbial activity. By describing the important
crop–soil–microbe interactions that underpin N availability in organic systems, largely a result of the
fertility methods fostering a tightly-coupled N cycle, it is also possible to select superior varieties that
lead to significant reductions in the yield gap between systems. In total, the data indicate how crop
yield can be influenced by organic production practices and management, demonstrating that these
systems do indeed have potential for producing competitive yields over time. The development of
crop varieties with superior yield performance under organic management could positively affect the
sustainability by improving the economic viability of the system. However, a renewed interest in the
improvement of varieties best adapted to the organic production environment is needed to help close
the yield gap in the most efficient manner.
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3.2. Economic Performance
Yield is considered the most important output to producers because it is directly related to the
economic performance and the ultimate goal of the farming operation, as well as the livelihood of
families and communities supported. It is therefore plausible that if the financial performance of
organic systems is comparable to those of conventional, then more producers would consider the
transition to organic management. The economic performance of a crop, or cropping system, can be
estimated by reducing the total cost of agricultural inputs required for production from the current
market value of the harvest. Despite the distinctly different input practices, several recent studies
indicate that the total costs associated with production were generally similar, differences being
attributed mainly to labor and synthetic inputs, particularly mechanical pest control. Comparative
analyses focused on the financial competitiveness of production systems found that labor costs were
7% greater in organic systems, however the increased labor costs were offset by the cost associated with
the application of fertilizers and pesticides in conventional systems (Table 5 and references within).
It should be noted that labor cost can be influenced by the crop, as well as over the life of long-term
perennial crops, therefore contradicting some previously reported data. The increased manpower
required for organic production has been also suggested as a means to improve rural stability in
the Mediterranean region, Africa, and Latin America, through the redistribution of resources to the
underemployed, potentially leading to economic improvements for the surrounding communities,
which is difficult to assign a specific value on this social aspect [99].
Table 5. Comparative Analysis of Economic Performance between Organic and Conventional Cropping
Systems (in chronological order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Cavigelli et al., 2009 [91]
Average total cost of production for each crop tested (corn, soybean, wheat,
and alfalfa) was greater for conventional compared to organic systems.
For wheat, total production costs were 29–51% greater for conventional than
organic systems which are reflected in the yield gains.
The average price of organic corn, soybean, and wheat was 122% greater than
the conventional product.
When price premiums are applied, annual returns were greater for organic
systems than conventional; without premiums, organic 4+ year rotations and
conventional systems were similar.
Cumulative net returns were 3–4.5 times greater for organic than the
conventional system.
Organic systems with a 2-year rotation had the greatest net present value
(NPV) and greatest mean return, but also the greatest variability and 7.5 times
the risk.
Organic systems with a 4+ year rotation had the lowest variability and
associated risk.
Sandhu et al., 2010 [100]
Total economic value of ecosystem services (biological control, soil formation,
mineralization) was higher in organic fields compared to conventional,
averaging US $232.00 and $146.00 ha−1 year−1, respectively.
Economic performance of ecosystem services in conventional fields was
severely reduced due to the use of pesticides.
Cavigelli et al., 2013 [101]
Net returns for organic systems were greater than conventional systems,
US $286 and $78 acre−1, respectively.
The economic risk was greater for conventional than organic systems with the
same rotation length (3 years).
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Forster et al., 2013 [95]
Conventional farming systems gained higher gross margins, 21%, during the
first cycle of the 2-year rotation; however organic gross margins were greater
after the second cycle.
Variable production cost of conventional compared to organic farming
systems was higher in cotton, soybean, and wheat, 38%, 66%, and 49%,
respectively, due to higher input costs.
Labor costs were similar between organic and conventional systems.
Pergola et al., 2013 [79]
Total life cycle cost of conventional lemon was greater than organic
production, €180,533 and €178,074 ha−1, respectively.
Production costs for conventional oranges, €154,110 ha−1, were higher
compared to organic oranges, €133,159 ha−1.
Mohamad et al., 2014 [102]
Initial and future investment of conventional and organic olive operations
were similar.
Soil management costs were higher in organic olives compared to
conventional systems.
Revenues were higher in the organic than conventional systems due to
subsidies and premium price (+25%) applied.
NPV of organic systems of the organic system, €16,041€ ha−1, was 6% greater
compared to the conventional system, €15,118 ha−1.
Internal rate return (IRR) was higher in organic than conventional systems,
3.51% and 3.37%, respectively.
* Crowder and Reganold,
2015 [103]
Organic labor costs were 7% greater than the conventional system.
When price premiums are not applied, NPV of organic agriculture was lower,
−27 to −23%, than those of conventional systems.
When premiums are applied, organic systems were 22–35% more profitable
than conventional systems.
Breakeven premium required to match the economic performance of
conventional systems requires premium prices to only be 5–7% greater than
price of the conventional product.
Total costs, gross returns, benefit/cost ratios, and NPV for organic compared
to conventional crops and systems were consistently greater across the
40-year study period.
Sgroi et al., 2015 [104]
Gross production value of organic lemon operations was substantially greater
than conventional lemon farms, €6138.28 ha−1 and €648.98 ha−1, respectively.
Production costs were 30% lower in organic compared to conventional lemon
management.
Testa et al., 2015 [105]
Greater economic convenience in organic lemon production compared to
conventional was due to reduced production costs coupled with price
premiums.
Lemon orchards under organic production had a positive net cash flow by
year six of stand development in comparison to conventional systems, €789
and €−23 ha−1, respectively.
Conventional systems did not record a positive net cash flow until the
maturity phase (years 10–42), however they were still significantly lower,
€402 ha−1, than the cash flow reported for organic systems during the same
time, €1783 ha−1.
Bett and Ayieko, 2016 [106]
NPV was greater for low-input organic farming compared to conventional
systems in Kenya, Kenyan Shilling (KSh) 22,561 ha−1 (€275 ha−1) and KSh
21,878 ha−1 (€267 ha−1), respectively.
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Kamali et al., 2017 [81]
Organic soybeans were more likely to be profitable than both conventional
genetically modified (GM) and non-GM soybean.
Organic system had a greater mean performance of profitability, 11–15%
higher, than conventional systems, but was associated with higher risk.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
The innovative meta-analysis conducted by Crowder and Reganold [103] comparing the global
competitiveness of organic agriculture determined that organic systems were significantly more
profitable despite lower yields, obtaining 22–35% greater net present value (NPV) in comparison to
conventional systems. Although there were minor differences in the total cost of production inputs
between conventional and organic systems, they alone could not account for the economic gains
reported. Data comparing the economic performance of individual organic crops are becoming more
available, the consensus of which is that organic products are more profitable due to the premium price
they achieve in the market (Table 5). Due to this premium, the positive net cash flow is greater in organic
systems, while the time required to obtain a positive net cash flow is also reduced. Without the added
premium attached to these products, the economic benefits of organic production could be reduced
below those of conventional systems. Several recent studies comparing profitability demonstrated
that organic systems are more profitable than conventional operations. Consistently greater NPV
and income return rate (IRR) have been reported across diverse crops including tree fruit and field
crops produced under organic management in comparison to conventional (Table 5). The data indicate
that the economic gains received vary based on crop and growing region. Although the organic
gains were not always substantial over conventional production, it may provide enough incentive
depending on the economic status of the producer, especially for those in developing countries and
emerging markets.
Overall, the financial data produced from the various studies illustrate that the economic
performance of organic systems is reliant on the premium prices obtained at the market. Currently the
price of organic products is generally 30% greater than those of the non-organic counterparts (Table 5).
However, the breakeven premium required to match the economic performance of conventional
systems, factoring in the roughly 20% lower yields of organic fields, requires that premium prices
need to only be 5–7% greater than the price of the conventional product [103]. These data suggest
that stability and economic convenience of organic systems is greater than that of conventional
operations. The data also show that, even if faced with a reduction in organic premiums as great as 10%,
there would still be room for the expansion of organic products in the marketplace. Premium prices
are established and maintained by the willingness of the consumer to pay for a product they perceive
as sustainably produced, environmentally friendly, nutritious, and pesticide-free. If the expectations of
the customer base would ever become compromised, the premiums awarded to organic products could
be negatively affected and hence the profitability of organic operations. Therefore, it is important to
maintain standards that result in high-quality products to retain consumer confidence. Premium prices
significantly larger than breakeven prices, coupled with the potential long-term profitability and other
financial benefits offered by organic products should provide enticing incentives to growers to make
the transition to organic management.
The transitional period required for organic certification is considered the most financially
difficult for producers, not only due to reduced yields (without premiums applied), but also
due to expenses often overlooked in economic performance analyses, including the cost of
certification, as well as the time required to identify and develop relationships within the market.
Although this may be a difficult financial period, making several strategic decisions regarding
crop type, crop diversity, and rotational length could reduce the financial burden of organic system
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management during transition (Table 5). Findings indicate that organic four-year rotations, or longer,
generated slightly less returns than shorter rotation cycles but also had less economic variability
and, thus, were of lower risk. The overall economic performance in the long-term outweighs the
burden of transition, making organic management an economically viable investment, contrary to the
assumptions of many producers and policy makers.
Many ecological benefits, termed ecosystem services, created from organic management have not
been included in most economic analyses largely due to the difficulty in calculating the associated
monetary value of species diversity, soil formation, carbon sequestration, as well as reduced erosion
and pollution. Although an emerging concept, still faced with many hurdles, the economic benefits
associated with ecosystem services provided under organic management are being addressed (Figure 8;
Table 5). A recent study conducted in Portugal by Castro e Silva and Silva [107] to evaluate the
transition to organic production in the face of climate change determined that the additional carbon
sequestration, modeled at 48 million metric tons over a 20-year period (based on long-term data
collected in the Rodale Institute FST), should translate into a carbon market value. Although this
value may not be enough to entice producers to make the transition to organic system management
alone, coupled with the economic benefits of other ecosystem services, it could provide the necessary
motivation. The involvement of government delegates and policy makers to develop programs
that offer producer support and incentives to operate under certified organic management due to
the long-term environmental benefits would also encourage system adoption. The introduction of
step-down payments by the Danish government, starting at 412 € ha−1, directly to organic producers
as a result of the Organic Farming Act (1987) has been very successful at promoting the transition to
organic management [108].
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Figure 8. Estimated value of ecosystem services provided by organic system management.
Sandhu et al. [100] estimated the economic gain of ecological benefits provided through conventional
and organic system management. Each service (biological control, soil formation, and mineralization)
was estimated using several parameters and appropriate economic calculations. The data revealed
that the total economic value of these services in organic fields was significantly greater than those
from conventional fields, with much of the benefits being attributed to the removal of synthetic
chemical pesticides.
3.3. Nutritional Quality
Although several studies have demonstrated that yields obtained from organic systems
are generally reduced, the economic performance is greater than that of conventional systems.
The difference in the financial benefits between conventional and organic systems is largely due
to the premium prices awarded in the market, which will likely remain the trend as long as the
willingness of the consumer to pay continues. This willingness, in part, is due to the belief that
organic products are of a higher quality: offering greater nutritional benefits while being free of
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pesticide residue and produced with reduced environmental impact. Crop quality is a complex term
that integrates several physiological (firmness, dry matter content) and biochemical (nutritional and
sensory) factors, creating great difficulty to generically compare products from conventional and
organic systems. Over the years, the pool of data describing differences in specific quality parameters
has become quite large. Results have been presented from numerous crops covering multiple quality
attributes, various global locations and soil types. Consequently, data variability among studies is
high, making it hard to determine whether differences between conventional and organic crops are
consistent enough for general statements about the relative dietetic benefits of crops produced from
one system over another. Due to poor experimental designs and lack of consistency in the techniques
utilized for measuring nutrient components, as well as concerns about the organic definition applied
and varieties tested, reports for nutrient analyses prior to the year 2000 have not been considered
for this review. In the last decade, several studies have aimed at assessing the differences in the
nutritional quality of crops produced in conventional and organic systems (Table 6 and references
within). With modern advancements in technology and computing capacity, coupled with consistently
accepted organic practices, the mounting pool of data have greater scientific validity and therefore can
be used to contrast the sustainability of conventional and organic crops
Table 6. Comparative Analysis of Nutritional Quality Differences between Organic and Conventional
Systems (in chronological order).
Citation Major Conclusions
Carbonaro et al., 2002 [109]
Ascorbic and citric acids were higher in organic compared to
conventional peaches.
Greater tocopherol was found in organic pears than those produced under
conventional management.
Mitchell et al., 2007 [110]
Tomatoes from organic systems had higher concentrations of the flavonoids
quercetin and kaempferol than those from conventional systems, 79% and
97%, respectively.
* Dangour et al., 2009 [111]
Nitrogen content was higher in crops from conventional systems than organic.
Organically produced crops were higher in phosphorus and titratable acidity
than conventional samples.
Riahi et al., 2009 [92]
Soluble solids, pH, titratable acidity, and firmness of tomato fruit were
affected by the production system, but the effect depended on the cultivar.
Tomato lycopene and total phenolic contents were similar between organic
and conventional production systems.
Soltoft et al., 2010 [112]
Higher concentration of the phenolic 5-caffeoylquinic acid was detected in
potatoes produced organically.
Higher concentration of nitrogen was detected in conventional carrot
than organic.
No differences were found for any of the analyzed polyphenols between
carrots or onions in organic and conventional systems.
* Brandt et al., 2011 [113]
Organic samples had 12% more secondary metabolites than
conventional samples.
Dry matter of organic products was similar to conventional counterparts.
Vitamin C and all groups of secondary metabolites, except carotene and
non-defense compounds, were higher in organic than conventional samples.
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Lombardo et al., 2012 [114]
Potatoes from organic systems had 18% more total phenolics than those from
conventional systems.
Ascorbic acid content of conventionally produced tubers were 23% greater
than from organic systems.
The nitrate content in organically grown tubers was 34% lower than
conventional products.
Lower soluble sugars and higher dry matter content were observed in
organic potatoes.
Better sensory performance after frying (crispness and less browning) was
observed in potatoes from organic than conventional systems.
Oliveira et al., 2013 [115]
Tomatoes from conventional systems were greater in size (weight and width)
than organic fruit.
Higher soluble solids, total phenolics, citric acid, yellow flavonoids, and total
vitamin C were detected in organic compared to conventional tomatoes
at harvest.
Phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) activity was 140% higher in organic than
conventional tomatoes at harvest.
* Baranski et al., 2014 [52]
Significantly higher antioxidant activity was detected in organic compared to
conventional fruit samples.
Higher concentrations of total flavonoids, total phenolic acids, flavanones,
stilbenes, flavones, flavonols, kaempferol, and total anthocyanins were found
in organic compared to conventional crops.
Greater concentrations of xanthophyll and vitamin C were measured in
organic crops, while conventional crops were higher in vitamin E.
Occurrence of pesticide residue was four times greater on conventional than
organic crops.
Conventional crops had higher concentrations of total N and Cd.
Brazinskiene et al., 2014 [116] Potatoes from organic and conventional systems had similar dry matter,starch, and phenolic acid content.
Reganold et al., 2014 [117]
Organic strawberries had a longer shelf-life; the loss in fresh weight was
lower than conventional strawberries.
Organic strawberries were 13.4% smaller than conventional fruits, but had
8.3% more dry matter.
Organic strawberries had higher antioxidant activity (8.5%), ascorbic acid
(9.7%), and phenolics (10.5%) than conventional berries.
Greater P (13.6%) and K (9.1%) were found in conventional strawberries
than organic.
Consumer-sensory panel found organic “Diamante” strawberries sweeter,
with better flavor, appearance, and overall acceptance compared to
conventional “Diamante” berries.
Vinha et al., 2014 [118]
Organically produced tomatoes contained 17.7% more total soluble solids and
30.2% less hue angle (i.e., more red pigmentation) than conventional fruits.
Tomato produced from organic systems were higher in ascorbic acid,
lycopene, total phenolics, and flavonoids than those from conventional
systems, 30%, 20%, 20%, 24%, and 21%, respectively.
Bach et al., 2015 [119]
Dry matter content and sugar concentration were similar between organic
and conventional carrots.
No significant differences in sensory quality were found between organic and
conventional cropping systems.
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Cuevas et al., 2015 [120]
Organic plums had 5–10% higher antioxidant capacity than
conventional fruit.
Greater polyphenol and anthocyanin concentrations were detected in organic
compared to conventional plums.
Plums cultivated in organic orchards had higher total organic acid content
than conventional, 1475 and 1409 mg/100g FW, respectively.
Organic plums had greater concentrations of malic, succinic, tartaric, and
shikimic acids than those from conventional orchards.
Karlund et al., 2015 [121] Chemical composition and sensory qualities of organic and conventionalstrawberries vary mostly due to the cultivar.
Lee et al., 2015 [96]
Total phenolics were greater in conventional compared to organic onions,
404.7 and 378.5 mg GAE kg−1, respectively.
No differences in soluble solid, pyruvic acid, total flavonoids and phenolics
were found between organic and conventional onions.
Bulb diameter and fresh weight were higher in conventional than
organic onion.
Valverde et al., 2015 [122]
Total phenolic and flavonoid contents in broccoli were similar between
organic and conventional systems.
Glucosinolate levels were higher in organic than conventional samples.
de Pascale et al., 2016 [123]
Titratable acidity was 20% higher in conventional than organic tomatoes.
Lipophilic antioxidant capacity and carotenoid levels were increased under
organic soil fertility management, 25% and 14%, respectively,
then conventional.
Ren et al., 2017 [124]
Flavonol was 20% greater in organic compared to conventional onions for
both varieties tested.
Levels of quercetin and its glycosides in organic onion samples were
consistently greater than conventional onions.
The antioxidant activity of organic onions was higher than those from
conventional systems.
Suja et al., 2017 [98]
Organic taro had higher dry matter, starch, total and reducing sugars than
conventional crops, 7.29%, 10.78%, 31.55%, 9.37%, respectively.
Conventionally produced taro had higher phenol, fiber, and ash content than
taro from organic systems, 6.04%, 19.78%, and 20.07%, respectively.
* Indicates a meta-analysis study.
The recent research, although having greater experimental consistency and using modern
technology, is still extremely complex and difficult to simply due to the manners in which the data
have been categorially (system, nutritional attribute, crop type, variety) analyzed. Overall, the results
indicate significant differences in concentration of several nutritional components between crops
from conventional and organic systems (Table 6). Studies have consistently reported that crops from
organic systems have higher concentrations of several groups of valued nutrients, including secondary
metabolites with antioxidant activity, carotenoids, vitamins, total flavonoids and phenolic acids than
those managed conventionally. Few studies have also identified several specific nutritionally desirable
compounds, such as anthocyanins as well as some carotenoids and vitamins, such as xanthophyll and
ascorbic acid (vitamin C), that consistently appear to be in higher concentration in crops produced
organically, while tocopherols (vitamin E) are greater in crops under conventional management.
Significant differences for several specific macronutrients, including fiber, amino acids and protein,
have been repeatedly found between crops produced under conventional and organic management.
Differences in production practices, specifically fertilization methods and restricted pesticide use have
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also been linked to the accumulation of specialized plant metabolites and minerals detected in organic
crops (Table 6). Still in its infancy, the global assessment of the nutritional benefits offered by crops
produced organically remains difficult to confirm, however the quality and consistency of data recently
reported strongly point toward higher concentration of several beneficial nutrients in organic crops.
The present data also indicates that not all crops showed a response to system management, and that
results might be crop-specific.
An important revelation of the collective data pool was nutritional differences among cultivars
produced in organic systems, suggesting genotype–environment interactions. Karlund et al. [121]
found that the sensory qualities of strawberries produced under different cultivation systems varied
mostly to due to genotype. Cuevas et al. [120] identified one plum variety with superior production
of total phenolic compounds and total organic acid content under organic management compared
to the other twelve accessions tested. Lombardo et al. [114] also identified a potato variety that
presented greater total phenols and ascorbic acid than the other varieties tested when produced under
organic practices. Although the pool of data describing nutritional differences between crop cultivars
produced in organic systems is relatively small, it does highlight the importance of proper selection and
development of varieties with the physiological capabilities suited to thrive in stressed environments
that are common to organic systems. The current pool of data also suggests that, by accepting a certain
level of environmental stress, superior nutritional components can be obtained.
4. Breeding for Cropping Sustainability
Thus far, this review has presented a wealth of data concerning the differences in sustainability
of specific management practices between conventional and organic agriculture. In the following,
we address the shortcomings of the organic system to further promote global adoption. Crop response
to many of the environmental factors that often affect yield in organic systems, such as the availability
of N or water as well as pest infestations, could be improved through the development of varieties
with superior performance bred specifically for the organic system.
4.1. Breeding for Organic Systems
It is estimated that 95% of the varieties produced in organic systems were actually selected under
high-input conventional practices, likely limiting their ability to perform well under the common
stress conditions associated with that environment [125]. Several recent studies have identified specific
varieties with superior performance under organic compared to conventional management, suggesting
a strong genotype x environment interaction for tomato, plum, apple, blueberry, strawberry, corn,
potato, and wheat [116,117,120,126–130]. Although the concept of breeding specifically for organic
agriculture is relatively new, several small agricultural companies and public institutions mostly in
Europe and North America have initiated breeding programs directed at organic agriculture to help
meet the needs of these underrepresented producers (Figure 9). Breeding programs within organic
systems can be found in France, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, and the Netherlands, as well as Canada
and the U.S., with a focus on a range of horticultural as well as grain crops, including tomato, squash,
dry and green beans, peppers, spinach, broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, onion, carrots, beets, potato,
field and sweet corn, barley, winter wheat, and quinoa [131]. Breeding for the target environment
allows for alleles and traits particular to organic production to be selected. This same strategy has been
extremely successful in leading to the development of a magnitude of superior varieties for modern
conventional systems. Breeding of new varieties within organic systems certainly is not a simple task
given the complexities of plant traits of interest and environmental factors, however through direct
selection the improvement of valuable traits can be achieved, resulting in superior organically adapted
varieties. It is also important to consider that seed (genetic) banks harboring thousands of accessions
worldwide, including wild relatives, heirlooms, and abandoned landraces can serve as breeding
material from which superior organic varieties can be created. Newly formed, the Open Source Seed
Initiative (OSSI: http://osseeds.org) serves as a source for potential breeding material through the
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release of germplasm under the OSSI pledge, which states that varieties will remain unrestricted as
well as their derivatives. Luby and Goldman [132] recently reported the release under the OSSI pledge
of eight composition populations of carrot intended to be pre-breeding germplasm that represents the
diversity available in current commercial varieties, paving the way for U.S. based open-source plant
breeding efforts. Access to appropriate varieties best-suited to organic systems will strengthen the tools
available to organic producers, potentially minimizing the yield gap with the conventional system,
which would likely help promote the acceptance and transition to organic management, as well as the
sustainability of the system as a whole.
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Figure 9. Funding for organic crop breeding projects in the United States. With the increasing consumer
demand and expanding organic market, the development of varieties best suited for conditions inherent
to organic systems becomes necessary. However, public funding for this purpose has been insufficient.
Adding to data presented by the Organic Seed Alliance (OSA) State of Organic Seed 2016 report [133]
illustrates how funds specifically noted for organic breeding projects have been slow to be disbursed.
Although an increase in funding has been awarded and a portion committed for future research,
more funding is required to develop ideal varieties that fully meet the needs of the organic system.
It should be noted that funds granted after 2017 represent committed funds, it is expected that the
overall funding granted in those years will ultimately be greater.
4.2. Breeding Strategies for Organic Systems
Since high-input production practices do not mirror those of organic systems, the varieties
produced through centralized and indirect selection have not fully benefited organic producers,
leaving them with a very limited number of suitable genotypes, and subsequently increasing
production risks. Organic breeding programs commonly utilize classical breeding methods to create
crosses of existing, often open-pollinated varieties (for allogamous species) as well as landrace
or heirloom accessions with desired traits, in the hopes of reshuffling the alleles in segregating
populations to enable selection of new genetic material with superior performance specifically under
organic conditions. The successful development and release of wheat and corn varieties bred for
production under organic management are largely due to decentralized and participatory selection
methods employed. To address the heterogeneity of environmental factors and the inability to
apply consistent selection pressure across diverse organic environments, breeding programs must
decentralize selection [134]. Decentralized (direct) selection takes place on-site, in farmer fields,
instead of solely on a research station and relying only on the evaluation and management of the
staff. While decentralization by itself can be a powerful selection tool to properly fit varieties to the
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local physical production environment, valuable production and quality traits can be missed without
the producer’s expertise and knowledge of the crop. Comparing breeder and farmer selections of
barley in Syria, Ceccarelli et al. [135] determined that there was little similarity between the two
groups, a reflection of the different criteria used during selection. Additionally, the selection efficiency
(defined as the ability to identify high-yielding lines by visual perception) performed by farmers in
their own fields was two times greater than those of the breeders in the same fields, even though
farmers are often perceived by researchers as lacking the training to make superior selections [134,135].
By combining the complementary skills of breeders and farmers in complex and stress environments,
traits and superior genetic material can be identified and used in the development of varieties specific
for organic systems. In a separate study, Ceccarelli and Grando [136] determined that decentralized
and participatory breeding programs can significantly reduce the time required to release a variety.
A typical breeding program, using solely classical pedigree methods requires approximately 15 years
to release a variety, while participatory breeding programs reduced the time by half.
Marker-assisted selection (MAS) is a molecular tool that can be utilized in organic breeding to
more quickly and precisely select genotypes. However extensive gene mapping and identification
of valuable quantitative trait loci (QTL) are required, which is mostly available for major crops.
Asif et al. [137] recently determined that most QTLs in wheat were developed specifically to
either conventional or organic management environments and that some loci did not respond
similarly under different environmental pressures. This method of selection has demonstrated great
success when building pest resistance through gene pyramiding for conventional systems. A more
durable, longer lasting (horizontal) resistance can be conferred using MAS than single-gene (vertical)
resistance due the accumulation of several resistance genes and the reduced likelihood that a pest will
be able to overcome the mechanism of resistance. Gene pyramiding through classical breeding is often
difficult due to the potential for dragged undesirable phenotypic responses [74]. Although there is
potential for MAS to be an efficient tool for organic breeders in the development of superior varieties,
including for pest resistance, its implementation in organic breeding programs has been slow especially
due to the lack of genetic information for smaller crops, as well as the associated cost and priorities of
large breeding centers.
Over the past several decades, the line between traditional breeding methods and biotechnology
has become increasingly blurred. The acceptance of certain breeding practices, specifically mutagenesis
and cell fusion, which are currently permitted in the development of organic cultivars, have been
controversial and highly debated. Mutagenesis is a breeding technique that alters the DNA using
gamma radiation or chemicals, a process said to mimic the natural mutations that result from radiation,
physical, and chemical stresses. Cell fusion (also called protoplast/somatic fusion) has created hybrids
that exhibit optimal performance under organic conditions, most successfully for crops of the mustard
family (Brassicaceae), bringing to market varieties that organic producers have come to rely on.
Additionally, according to the current legal issue regarding genetic engineering in the U.S. and E.U.,
transgenics are strictly forbidden from organic labels. However, a more debatable issue occurs
regarding the use of genetic engineering when combining genetic material from the same taxonomic
family (cisgenics). This position taken by many governments opposes that of the IFOAM, which aims
to set international organic standards. It defines cisgenics as genetic modification (GM) and suggests it
should be banned from organic products. Presently in Europe, primarily in Germany, there is a private
boycott on the use and distribution of seeds produced through cell fusion, which has recently been
joined by several small organic seed companies in the E.U. and U.S. Opponents to these breeding
techniques cite violations in genomic integrity due to the isolation of a gene from its natural genomic
context, as well as changes in expression that result from alterations in genomic position due to random
insertion [138]. Unfortunately, the discrepancies in how to address these methodologies along with the
emerging biotechnology continuum will undoubtedly lead to challenges and informative discussions
when assessing new breeding technologies.
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4.3. Biotechnology and Organic Agriculture
Indeed, the most pressing issue regarding the future of breeding for organic systems concerns
the utilization of new plant breeding techniques (NPBT), which are biotechnological in nature,
for the development of new varieties. The debate over the acceptance of NPBT is due to
discrepancies in the definition and regulation of germplasm that is considered GM. Organic
standards set forth around the world have generally been modeled based on the four principles
(health, ecology, fairness, and care) as defined by IFOAM. Due to the interpretation and implication of
these principles, several biotechnological breeding strategies are incompatible with organic standards.
In a recent position paper, IFOAM [139] stated it considers that NPBT, including CRISPR/Cas9 genome
editing, cisgenesis, genomic selection, and reverse breeding for hybrid production as “techniques of
genetic modification leading to GMOs (genetically modified organisms) according to the existing E.U.
legal definition”, with GMOs defined as “organisms, with the exception of human beings, in which
the genetic material has been altered in a way that does not occur naturally by mating and/or natural
recombination”. Additionally, IFOAM [139] stands firm that even though GMOs might not be in the
final end-product, all GM techniques fall under GM regulation in order to maintain organic integrity
and transparency. Although the present position of the E.U. on NPBT remains unclear, historically GM
crops have largely not been accepted by European farmers (except in England) and the overall position
on declaring a process GM has been process-based. In Australia, the current stance on GM products
and labeling regulation are also process-based, following in line with the recommendation of IFOAM.
On the other hand, there are opinions that organic standards should be accepting of genomic-based
selection and GM approaches, as long as the final product does not carry transgenes, such as the case of
CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing or cisgene integration. Contrary to the E.U., legislation regarding GMOs
in the U.S. has become increasingly product-based and requires regulation only when the genetic
product differs from the non-GM counterpart. The USDA NOP strictly prohibits the use of GMOs
in the production of organic crops, including the breeding techniques used to develop new varieties.
Problems arise when a particular NPBT results in the development of a variety that is indistinguishable
from its non-GM counterpart, however through the utilization of GMO vectors (e.g., CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing), particularly when the current legislation favors product-based GM regulation in
one country while process-based in others. The issue is further complicated by questions concerning
whether crop cultivars that are not considered GM and therefore do not require regulation, should
be permitted for use in organic systems. Dissimilarities in the legislation, regulation, and acceptance
of a product from an identical breeding technique between the leading world governments creates a
host of issues concerning trade and the consistency of organic products, fostering consumer doubt and
weakening the concept of organic products.
This review does not propose a position for the adoption of any particular NPBT as a non-GM
breeding method, however it does seek to stress the importance in the development of a robust,
science-based global standard on what constitutes a GMO. We find ourselves at a paramount time in
human history, where biotechnology and the food system are becoming intertwined in ways never
before imagined. By default, the organic community also finds itself at the moment where it is necessary
to come to a unified global definition of GMOs and stance on GM regulation. This would not only
improve the transparency of the global food system but also establish a well-defined universal organic
standard able to meet consumer expectations and maintain their confidence, as well as setting a clear
tone for the future. The genetics and technology of organic farming has progressed slowly compared
to those of the modern conventional system, not only due to the constraints imposed by its core
principles, but also due to the lesser extent of public and private funding to such programs. To remain
relevant in a future driven by advancements in technology, there is a need to bring organic farming
to a new technological level, however that does not mean bypassing full diligence. An extensive
scientific and environmental understanding of the available NPBT should be gained before a particular
process is decided upon. It is important that the organic sector begin the discussion about NPBT in
order to allow the time required to properly evaluate the methodologies, potential improvements,
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or new technologies that could be developed in order to meet the needs of the organic principles.
There is a likelihood that evaluating NPBT and varieties on a case-by-case basis could be necessary,
or that the organic sector may also elect to accept NPBT that removes or edits genes differently than
those resulting in the addition of foreign genetic material. The organic agriculture sector may choose
to support genomic selection and editing-based selection in breeding programs that provide tools
to maintain the core principles of organic agriculture, while leading to the development of suitable
and sustainable varieties that legally remain non-GMO. While some might argue that the addition of
biotechnology to the organic system would improve food security through the development varieties
with increased resilience, without the proper scientific and environmental evaluation, as well as the
global acceptance of NPBT, it would be irresponsible and dangerous if left unregulated, especially
with the continued consolidation of international seed companies over the last few decades.
5. Conclusions and Trends of Sustainable Organic Production
Overall, we conclude that sustainability is a complex issue, difficult to assess by general
indices. However, by dissecting individual production parameters, in the long-term, the broader
adoption of organic management practices enhances system sustainability. The limited use of artificial
chemicals and the reduced reliance on production methods that require high energy requirements,
in both the manufacturing and implementation, highly influence the sustainability of agricultural
production. Additionally, the environmental benefits, including soil building, microbial diversity and C
sequestration provided through organic management further promotes sustainability. Despite reduced
yields, the data reviewed highlight that the potential economic and nutritional benefits could outweigh
this pitfall. Although sustainable use of resources can be achieved with economic benefit through
the implementation of organic practices, there are still specific production parameters that can be
improved in the organic management system per se. Many of the shortcomings of organic production,
including N uptake, yield, insect and pathogen resistance, could be addressed through programs
focused on breeding for organic systems.
We are currently at a unique time in human history, as we are faced with an increasing population
and food demand while sources of phosphorus and non-renewable energy are predicted to decline.
The development of crop varieties that exhibit optimal performance in the often-stressed organic
environment would further improve the long-term efficiency and sustainability of organic production.
Cultivars with the genetic capabilities to respond to the environmental conditions that are more
common to organic production could potentially lead to greater global adoption and implementation
of organic management practices. Additionally, system-adapted cultivars could provide food security
as we navigate future hurdles due to changes in the agricultural landscape created by increasing
populations, declining resources, and climate change.
Simultaneously, we are entering a new era where the food system and biotechnology are becoming
heavily intertwined. With the advancements in modern breeding techniques, it is important to come
to a unified global standard that defines a GM product. A well-developed standard, supported by
scientific research and evidence, will help establish a global reasoning for the acceptance or prohibition
of certain NPBT in the development of new varieties for organic systems. It is highly likely that
the development of concise and widely accepted terms will take time. However, beginning the
discussion now is important to meet the future agricultural demand. Although most of the NPBT will
result in varieties that are prohibited for use in organic systems, opening the lines of communication
between the biotechnological and organic sectors will allow novel breeding methods to be developed
to meet the organic regulations and needs of the global organic community. To protect the integrity
of organic products, as well as the environment from unforeseen consequences, it must be stressed
that the decisions concerning the acceptance of NPBT must be scientifically supported and widely
agreed upon.
The production of organic crops currently occurs in almost every country in the world and
the consumer demand is at an all-time high, with no decline in sight. As organic production
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continues to increase, the demand for varieties suited to organic systems will also increase and
organic plant breeding will become more important. It will be critical for organic agriculture to offer
producers superior varieties adapted to the constraints of the production system, regardless if this
occurs through traditional breeding practices or acceptable NPBT. In the event of NPBT becoming
prohibited for use in organic agriculture, there will be an increased need for the development of
open-pollinated and natural hybrid varieties. Overall, superior varieties are needed to bring organic
agriculture to a new, more competitive position, an advantage that has benefited conventional
systems for numerous years. Through the cooperation of stakeholders across the organic sector,
including plant breeders, public institutions, private companies, producers and policymakers, suitable
genetic resources can be made available to help ensure the continued future growth and sustainability
of organic agriculture.
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